
9.18.2013 I started growing some flowers. Very special 
ones. Then they needed their “ground of being” and 
their roots. A life force must be underneath.

Oh, but the Life Force was pretty sleepy. 
Has to be coaxed. Then I thought maybe 
the lazy worm was also just a worker and 
the real Life Force was deeper and more 
mysterious and remote.

 9.19.2013. So then I redrew my 
picture. Oh! Maybe the flowers pop 
out into Dots.

Later, I got Pat’s meditation with 
“Melf.” It was so direct and personal, 
a good lesson for me. I have been 
keeping my “characters” at arm’s 
length. I went to sleep thinking 
about this. “Good morning... who?”

Also 9.19.2013 Doodling in front of the TV.  “Inspiration leaking 
out of my fingers...” Hmmm... Maybe there is a face on the 
palm of my hand that watches over what comes out? My 
decorations wound up appearing kind of scaly and the “ideas” 
on my fingertips look more like glowing claws/talons... or fire.

9.20.2013 I woke up KNOWING that the 
creative spirit living deep in my belly was a 
DRAGON! “Good morning, Dragon!! What is your 
name?” He is glowing gold and ruby, but likes 
just being curled up, eating tomatoes. I have to 
poke him into action BUT I’m also afraid of his 
power and what happens when he wakes up 
and stretches out along my spine to my brain, 
zapping me with energy and unleashing 
thousands of ideas that want to come pouring 
out my fingers but inevitably get all clogged up 
on the way. “You are prickly and observant -- 
taking possession of me. Not sure I like that. 
When you awaken I must be STILL.* You 
overwhelm me.”

*If I have to be STILL (quiet), does that mean I am being submissive? 
(a word I dislike and resist - I don’t want to be your “humble servant.” 
But is an oak tree “submissive” when she welcomes the crows and the 
woodpeckers? Isn’t she just part of the web of life?

This morning, 9/21/2013. “Wake up, you sleepy dragon! Rise and shine! I know you want 
me to think you’re a fierce dragon, ravishing me with your fire-breath tingling my spine 
and brain and fingers. But today you are just a tired old hound, as far as I’m 
concerned, a tired old hound who’s not going to hunt unless I beat you into it. So, forget 
it for today. You just snore away while Jim and I make apple bread.”

I can’t, can’t, can’t draw a dragon, so I decided to 
try little symbols, like Dot. They look like sperm. I 
guess I decided that Dragon is male anyway. My 
dragon rising to overpower me with creative 
inspiration feels like a Rumi poem, doesn’t it? I 
might call him DRED. Dred the Dreaded Dragon 
- I find him both wonderful and scary.

Immanent

9.17.2013 I was scribbling in my notebook trying to picture 
my process -- not planting my garden but THINKING 
about planting. Wondering what else there might be 
involved beyond me, my tools and my copious raw mate-

Googling: Kundalini yoga involves waking a snake who lives at the root of the spine in 
your “subtle body.” Look! A hand is involved in the symbolism of that practice.

When I woke up with Dragon, I had to r n around 
finding all our Chinese dragons, including this bracelet. 

Dragon curled on his side. Looks like he’s munching 
tomatoes.


